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BACKGROUND

AIMS

•

Navigation is a common complex activity

•

Learner’s initial view prompt the spatial
representation’s orientation (Wilson et al., 2007;
Tlauka et al., 2011)

•

The representation can be integrated with
allocentric information (e.g., Meilinger et al., 2015).

•

Cardinal points can be taken for reference (worldbased information) in environment representation

•

Cardinal points seem to influence a representation’s
proprieties of familiar environments (Tlauka et al.,
2011), less evidence for newly acquired
environments.

•

Individual visuospatial factors are relevant to
environment representations (Hegarty et al., 2006)

(i) The spatial representation formed after navigation
follow a particular orientation due mainly to the initial
egocentric view? or to a combination of this initial
egocentric view with allocentric (world-based)
information?
(ii) Is there a role of visuospatial abilities (perspective
taking), and self-reported sense of direction in
supporting environment representations?

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Means and standard deviations by learning condition and correlations
between measures of interest

METHOD
PARTICIPANTS
91 young old participants (76 females, M age
= 21.89, SD = 2.25), unfamiliar to the park
Stepwise linear regression models

1) LEARNING PHASE

46
participan
ts walking
from
cardinal
south to
north (SN
learning)

2) RECALL PHASE

(no map available)

45
participan
ts walking
from
cardinal
north to
south (NS
learning)

Learning a path with
an initial heading
aligned with the
cardinal north
promotes a
north-oriented mental
representation

3) VISUOSPATIAL
MEASURES

Participants’
perspective-taking
ability support mental
representation
accuracy

-Object perspective taking task
(De Beni et al., 2014; Hegarty & Waller, 2004)

SN and NS
pointing task

-Sense of direction scale
(do you think you have good sense of
direction?) Pazzaglia & Meneghetti 2017

SN-learning: performance was better (fewer degrees of error) for SN pointing than for
NS pointing; NS-learning: performance in SN and NS pointing was similar

CONCLUSION
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(i) Mental representations incorporate both initial
view and allocentric information (cardinal directions)
(ii) this representation is supported by individual
perspective-taking ability

